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Abstract 
There are numerous educational paradigms each with their advocates and critics. The cognitive science approach 
is based on modelling memory as short term and long term each with their different characteristics. All learning 
consists of an iterative cycle of assimilate and retrieve between these two types of memory. The objective is the 
construction of an ordered mental structure called a schema in long term memory. With this approach it is 
possible to define schemas according to an optimal learning sequence. An optimum sequence has minimal 
cognitive load and hence the ideal teaching sequence. Previous work has clearly demonstrated that this method 
may be applied to network technology education. This paper applies the same method of teaching financial 
instruments in project management. Results to date demonstrate that scaffolding, based on cladistics parsimony 
analysis is a generic method and can be applied to different disciplines. Using this method an optimal learning 
sequence for project management financial instruments may be produced.   
Keywords: teaching, project management, contracts, pedagogy, scaffolding 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Project Management 
Project management is considered an essential body of knowledge for engineers in all disciplines at all course 
levels: diploma, undergraduate and postgraduate. Project management at its core consists of topics that include: 
systems development life cycle, planning, networks, scheduling, cost estimating, budgeting, quality, risk analysis 
and management. In a broader context topics such as organizational behavior (teamwork, conflict etc.) and 
corporate strategy (project portfolio, international project management etc.) may also be taught. There are a wide 
range of textbooks that may include power point slides and supporting materials such as questions with sample 
answers. Project management of itself is a broad discipline. Hence in order to facilitate teaching project 
management to engineers a textbook with an engineering perspective was chosen (Nicholas, 2014). A project is 
initiated by a Request for Proposal from a client followed by Proposals from contracts resulting in a contract 
between the client and the chosen contractor. Projects are fundamentally different from routine production in that 
they are: goal oriented, temporary, unique, constrained (resources), multidisciplinary and risky. Given that risk is 
an essential aspect of project management there is a wide range of financial instruments to choose from that 
variously apportions risk between the client and contractor such as: firm fixed price, cost plus fixed fee, cost plus 
incentive fee etc. The problem to be addressed is to determine the optimum method of teaching these different 
financial instruments.  
1.2 Pedagogy 
There is a wide range of educational approaches that include: behaviorism (Skinner, 1948), cognitive (Dick, 
1990) and constructivism (Piaget, 1954). Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses; advocates and critics. 
These three educational paradigms are complemented by a wide range of different methods for representing, 
conveying and acquiring knowledge that include: tree construction and cognitive maps (Diekhoff, 1983), content 
structures (Meyer, 1985), frames and slots (Minsky, 1975), semantic maps (Fisher, 1990), causal interaction 
maps (Jonassen, 1993), concept maps (Ausbel, 1963) etc. Allied to all these different teaching methods are the 
associated taxonomies used to evaluate the effectiveness of learning namely: Bloom (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, 
Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956), and Structure of  Observation of Learning Outcomes (SOLO) (Biggs & Collis, 1989). 
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